Fragmentation function(s) and hadronic production of the colorless heavy 'supersymmetric hadrons (superhadrons)' ( t 1Q ) ( t 1 is the light top-squark in SUSY models andQ =c orb) are investigated. Firstly, having pointed out there is possibility to form the new type of hadrons in SUSY models, we calculate out the fragmentation function(s) of the light top-squark t 1 to the colorless heavy superhadrons ( t 1Q ) by combining a heavy antiquarkQ in precisely concerned SUSY model accordingly, and then taking the main mechanisms into account and using the obtained fragmentation function(s), we compute the P T and y distributions as well as the cross sections for producing the heavy superhadrons at the hadronic colliders Tevatron and LHC under the fragmentation approach. The results show that the produced events of the heavy superhadrons are too few at Tevatron, but numerously enough at LHC for experimental observation, if the un-fixed parameters of the concerned SUSY model are taken in a favored region (but not being ruled out by experiment yet). Finally, similar topics for the 'light superhadrons' ( t 1q ) (q = u, d, s) are discussed briefly. We argue that the cross sections of the production for the light superhadrons' ( t 1q ) must be much greater than those of the heavy superhadrons, so the light superhadrons may also be accessible even at Tevatron.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the most appealing extensions of the Standard Model (SM) [1, 2, 3] . Whereas even in the minimum supersymmetry extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) without knowing the realistic SUSY breaking mechanism, there are too many parameters, which cannot be determined by the model itself but need directly experimental measurements on the SUSY sector. Certainly, the MSSM either with roots in a minimum supergravity model (mSUGRA) or 'reasonable' constraints (the so-called constraint MSSM)
can deduct the numbers of the independent parameters some, but there are still many [3, 4, 5] .
Therefore the problem of the spectrum of the SUSY sector is open.
Matching to the fact that top-quark is very heavy m t ≥ 172 GeV [6] and with reasonable parameters in SUSY models, of the two mass eigenstates t 1 and t 2 for the top-squark t L and t R , the comparatively lighter one t 1 may be the lightest supersymmetric 'colored' particle, i.e. the lightest supersymmetric one in color triplet [7] , and t 1 's lifetime can be quite long (its width Γ ≪ Λ QCD )) [8, 9, 10, 11] . Furthermore, from direct experimental searching for the SUSY partners with certain assumptions [12, 13] , the lower limit of t 1 is about 100 GeV (even so light as 75 GeV [11] ). In the paper, we assume that t 1 is not very heavy (e.g. m t 1 ≃ 120 ∼ 150 GeV) and has a quite long lifetime, that before its decaying it has chances to form various hadrons by picking up a quark from 'vacuum' in terms of QCD interaction i.e. to form the supersymmetric hadrons (superhadrons). The superhadrons are bound states of a quark (anti-quark) and an anti-squark (squark), or two of gluinos, or a pair of squark and anti-squark in color-singlet via strong interaction (QCD) [14, 15] .
The superhadrons differ from the 'common' hadrons in SM. The components of superhadrons have different spin nature i.e. squark (anti-squark) is of scalar, and gluino is of spin-half Majorana fermion instead of spin-half quark (anti-quark) from bound state point of view. Therefore, the studies of the superhadrons also motivate us to study the bound state problems with variety of the components in spin. Moreover, in order to make the present studies solid on theoretical ground, i.e., to make perturbative QCD (pQCD) and potential model well-applicable properly, here we restrict ourselves to consider the 'heavy superhadrons' ( t 1Q ) where Q indicates a heavy quark c or b mainly. For convenience, we denote ( t 1Q ) as H throughout the paper. Afterwards we discuss their extension to the 'light superhadrons' ( t 1q ) briefly where q indicates a heavy quark u, d or s.
It is known that a binding system of a double heavy quark and anti-quark (QQ ′ ) can be solved by the non-relativistic potential model inspired on QCD quite well, so the 'heavy superhadrons' H may be also depicted by the non-relativistic potential model, as long as the difference in spin is taken into account carefully [15] .
Furthermore, there was a remarkable progress in nineties of the last century in pQCD for double heavy meson studies, i.e., it was realized that the fragmentation function and the production of a double heavy meson for its color-singlet component can be computed very reliable in terms of pQCD and the wave function derived from the potential model [16, 17, 18] , and the progress was further well-formulated in the framework of the effective theory: nonrelativistic QCD (NRQCD) [19] a little late. As the same reason, the fragmentation functions and the production of the heavy superhadrons can be computed reliably, and it is why we restrict ourselves to consider the 'heavy superhadrons' H at the first moment, although we are sure that the fragmentation functions and the production of the light superhadrons ( t 1q ) must be greater a lot, no matter how heavy t 1 is. Respect to the light superhadrons ( t 1q ), similar to the 'light-heavy mesons' such as B, D and etc., there are non-perturbative QCD effects, which cannot be simply attributed to the wave function for the fragmentation functions, so far there is no reliable 'pure theoretical' way to compute the fragmentation functions, hence, alternatively we will briefly discuss the fragmentation functions and the production of the light superhadrons at the end of the paper.
For direct production of a double heavy meson in NRQCD framework, in fact, there are two approaches: the 'fragmentation approach' and the complete 'lowest-order-calculation' approach, furthermore, it is known that, of the two approaches, the fragmentation approach is much simpler than the complete lowest-order-calculation approach in computation of the production, but the fragmentation one is 'good' only in the region of large transverse momentum for the produced double heavy meson [20] . We believe that the situation about the two approaches to the production of the heavy superhadrons is similar, so for simplifying the estimate here as a preliminary estimate, we will adopt the fragmentation approach to estimating the production of the superhadron. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, how to derive the fragmentation function of the light top-squark t 1 for the 'heavy superhadrons' H is showed and the general feature of the function is outlined by drawing the curves of the function etc. In Section III, several cross sections for hadronic production of the superhadrons at colliders Tevatron and LHC are computed in terms of the so-called fragmentation approach. The Section IV is devoted to the discussions and a few conclusions.
II. THE FRAGMENTATION FUNCTION OF LIGHT TOP-SQUARK t 1 FOR HEAVY SUPERHADRONS H
The fragmentation function of light top-squark t 1 to a heavy superhadrons H is one of the key factors for the production under the fragmentation approach, so we compute the fragmentation function first.
Since the fragmentation functions are universal, i.e., the fragmentation functions are independent on the concrete process where they involve in, so we can choose a relevant simple process to calculate the fragmentation functions of the light top-squark t 1 in terms of factorization theorem of pQCD. Here, for simplifying the derivation of the fragmentation functions, we assume a fictitious "Z", which may decay to a pair of t 1 and¯ t 1 . The fictitious "Z" has the same properties as the physical Z boson except the mass. The differential cross section for the fictitious "Z" decaying the superhadron H by fragmentation process reads
where H is the superhadron ( 
where τ = log(Q 2 /Λ 2 ), P i→j (x) is the Altarelli-Parisi splitting function, for example, the splitting function for the supersymmetric top-squark [22] reads
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where k, p 1 , p 2 , q 1 and q 2 are the four momenta for the particles: "Z", top-squark t 1 , antiquark, top anti-squark¯ t 1 and quark respectively. p is the four momentum for the superhadron H and q is the relative four momentum of the two constituents inside the superhadron, so we have
where m 1 and m 2 are masses of t 1 , Q respectively. φ(0) is the wave function at origin for the superhadron H, which satisfies the normalization condition,
. When doing the integration over q in Eq. (4), the dependence of q in the hard scattering kernel is neglected, that can be regarded as the lowest expansion on q, and then all the non-perturbative effects has been absorbed into the wave function at origin. ǫ is the polarization vector for fictitious particle "Z 0 ".
Other variables are defined as follows:
. Keeping the leading term for d 2 , the maximum and minimum values for
. For convenience, we adopt the According to the factorization Eq. (1), the fragmentation function respective x can be derived by dividing the differential decay width with Γ 0 :
where Γ 0 is the decay width for the fictitious particle "Z" decaying into top-squark t 1 and top anti-squark¯ t 1 .
The result for the fragmentation function may be presented as follows:
where
There is not any experiment data for the superhadron, so here we adopt potential model with the Cornell potential − κ r + r a 2 under the assumption that the potential is the same for the 1 The factor c 11 is a factor in the effective coupling "Z" − t 1 −¯ t 1 , which will not appear in the final result of the fragmentation function because of cancelation between the numerator and denominator in the computation formula Eq.(6). 
When summing up the leading logarithmic terms caused by emitting collinear gluons and loop corrections with the help of AP equation Eq.(2) so as to consider the energy-scale evolution of the fragmentation function to Q 2 , the obtained fragmentation function
Eq. (7) 
where, figure FIG.2 , the lowest curve corresponds to the fragmentation function being evolved up to 2TeV for the light top-squark with mass m t 1 = 120GeV, and the next to the lowest one for the top-squark with mass m t 1 = 150GeV. Note that when the mass of the top-squark becomes heavier, the peak of the curves for the fragmentation function will become higher accordingly.
Furthermore, let us compare the fragmentation function obtained here of the scalar particle ( t 1 ) with those of the fermion particle (Q) which can be found in Ref. [16, 17] . We think it is important and interesting to see the characters of the obtained fragmentation function by the comparison. The fragmentation function for an anti-quarkQ into a double heavy meson (QQ ′ ), e.g., a bottom anti-quarkb into B c reads
where 
To highlight the difference between the two types of fragmentation functions, the factors GeV would be assumed in FIG.3 . From the figure, the different behavior of the two kinds of fragmentation functions in the full region can be seen clearly.
III. THE PRODUCTION OF SUPERHADRON AT HADRONIC COLLIDERS
To calculate the production of superhadrons at hadronic colliders, we adopt the fragmentation approach as pointed out in Introduction. According to the factorization theorem of NRQCD (pQCD), the cross section of H-production by collision of hadrons H 1 and H 2 , dσ H 1 H 2 → HX , can be factorized into three factors:
where dσ ij→kX (x 1 , x 2 , z; µ f , µ R ) is the cross section for the 'hard subprocess' ij → HX;
are the parton distribution functions; i, j are parton species; µ f is the factorization energy scale; µ R is the renormalization energy scale for the hard subprocess. In this paper, we take energy scales
Here the 'possible and important' hard subprocesses, which correspond to the production mechanisms accordingly, are: gluon-gluon fusion, g + g → t 1 +¯ t 1 , and quark-antiquark annihilation, q +q → t 1 +¯ t 1 (here q,q are light quarks). At the hadronic colliders, the topsquark pair production of t 1¯ t 2 or t 2¯ t 1 [26] is small, so we do not take the subprocesses into account. Below we will see from the final results that the contributions from the gluon-gluon fusion subprocess is dominant at LHC and Tevatron.
To the lowest order (tree level) for gluon-gluon fusion, there are four Feynman diagrams   FIG.4 for the gluon-gluon fusion subprocess. The corresponding amplitudes read 
where ǫ is the polarization vector of gluon. The axial gauge is adopted when calculating the summation of polarization vector,
For the gluon i, n is taken as n = k j .
The differential cross section is
)/ŝ 2 .ŝ,t andû are Mandelstam variables of the subprocess,
whereŝ +û +t = 2m The invariant amplitude for the quark-antiquark annihilation mechanism reads after calculation,
where the Mandeltam variables are defined as above, k 1 and k 2 are the four momenta for the quark and antiquark respectively. Then the differential cross section is obtained as below The P T (transverse momentum) and y (rapidity) distributions of the superhadron H produced at the hadronic collider LHC for gluon-gluon fusion mechanism. As for the P T distribution, a rapidity cut |y| < 1.5 is taken. The upper dash line shows distribution for the superhadron ( t 1c ) when m t 1 = 120 GeV, the lower dash line shows for the superhadron ( t 1b ) when m t 1 = 120 GeV;
The upper solid line represents the distribution for the superhadron ( t 1c ) when m t 1 = 150 GeV, the lower solid line represents the distribution for the superhadron ( t 1b ) when m t 1 = 150 GeV. here, but it is hopeful to observe H at LHC. TABLE I also shows that the hadronic cross sections of the superhadron decrease with increasing of the mass of the light scalar top quark. Therefore, a large mass of the light scalar top quark t 1 not only makes its life shorter, but also makes the superhadron production harder. Moreover the cross section for the superhadron production via gluon-gluon fusion mechanism is much larger than that via the annihilation mechanism at hadronic colliders Tevatron and LHC both. Hence, the contributions from the annihilation can be neglected comparatively, while the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism is dominant. To present the feature of the production in detail, we also draw curves for various distributions of the superhadron production. The distributions of transverse momentum P T and rapidity y of the gluon-gluon fusion mechanism for the superhadron production at the hadronic collider LHC are presented in FIG.7 , while the distributions of transverse momentum P T and rapidity y of the quark-antiquark annihilation mechanism in FIG.8. FIG.9 depicts the distributions of transverse momentum p T for the superhadron at the hadronic collider Tevatron of the gluon-gluon fusion and quark-antiquark annihilation mechanisms respectively.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS
For the same reason as that of a heavy quark to a double heavy meson, the fragmentation functions of the light top-squark t 1 to the heavy superhadrons ( t 1c ) and ( t 1b ) are computed reliably. In this paper, we have precisely computed the fragmentation functions for the light top-squark t 1 to the S-wave (the lowest laying) state of the superhadrons ( t 1c ) and ( t 1b ): H. Eqs. (7, 8) Therefore we are quite sure that to observe and identify (discover) the light top squark t 1 experimentally, the way via observing the heavy superhadrons ( t 1Q ) where Q = c, b may gain some advantages from the additional patten due to the heavy quarkQ decay.
If the heavy superhadrons is really observed experimentally, it will be a good news not only for SUSY model(s) but also for potential model inspired in QCD, it will open a fresh subject i.e. potential model will need to extend to the binding systems of a fermion and a scalar.
As known that the fragmentation of a heavy quark b or c to a double heavy meson η b or η c is much smaller than that of the heavy quark to a heavy meson B or D i.e. the relative possibility is about 10 −4 ∼ 10 −3 [16, 17, 18] , thus reversely with the same mechanisms one may conjecture quite for sure that the fragmentation functions of top-squark t 1 to light superhadrons ( t 1q ) q = u, d, s are much greater than those of top-squark t 1 to heavy superhadrons ( t 1Q ) Q = c, b. It can be about (10 3 ∼ 10 4 ). With such a great enhancement, the light superhadrons may be produced numerously, that one even can collect enough events for experimental observation at Tevatron, but without the additional patten from the heavy quark b or c decay as that of the heavy superhadrons, experimentally to identify the light superhadrons may be comparatively difficult.
Finally, we should note here that the computations and discussions in the paper are explicitly based on the assumption that the light top-squark t 1 is the lightest SUSY one in nontrivial color objects in the concerned model, as matter of fact, the results in the paper are also true for variety of the SUSY models, in which the light top-squark t 1 is not the lightest in nontrivial color SUSY objects, as long as the lightest SUSY object in nontrivial color is not very heavy, still has lifetime long enough etc. then the light top-squark t 1 is replaced by the lightest SUSY object everywhere.
